Ford 289-302-351W Alternator Bracket Kit
Part# 30160, 30170, 30360, 30370, 30351, 30391,

Belt Sizes for Serpentine Kits:
289-302 Kits #30160 and #30170 use Dayco #5060380
351W Kits #30360 and #30370 use Dayco #5060400

Mount Bracket to water pump using (#TP3-520)
.520" spacer between bracket and pump with
(#S162) 5/16 x 3" SHCS

Mount Bracket and adjustment rod to water pump using a
(#S174) 5/16 x 5 1/2" SHCS

Mount adjustment rod with (#S248)
3/8 - 16 x 1"
SHCS

(RA-4.375) Adjustment Rod and Rod Ends

Mount adjustment rod with (#S374)
7/16 - 14 x 5 1/2"
SHCS with (#TP7-1.625)
7/16 x 1.625 spacer between alt. and head

Mount Bracket to water pump with
(#TP7-1.625) 7/16 x 1.625 spacer between alt. and head

Alternator

Alternator Bracket

Water Pump Pulley

3/8 - 16 x 1"
SHCS

5/16 x 3" SHCS

5/16 x 5 1/2" SHCS

5/16 x 1.625 spacer between alt. and head